Automotive manufacturing industries are required to improve their productivity with higher production rates at the lowest cost, less number of unexpected shutdowns, and reliable operation. In order to achieve the above objectives, the application of reliability, availability, and maintainability methodologies can constitute for resilient operation, identifying the bottlenecks of manufacturing process and optimization of maintenance actions. In this article, we propose a framework for reliability, availability, and maintainability evaluation and maintenance optimization to improve the performance of conveying process of vehicle body in an automotive assembly line. The results of reliability, availability, and maintainability analysis showed that the reliability and maintainability of forklift and loading equipment are the main bottlenecks. To find the optimal maintenance intervals of each unit, a multi-attribute utility theory is applied for multi-criteria decision model considering reliability, availability, and costs. Due to the series configuration of conveying process in automotive assembly line, the optimized time intervals are obtained using opportunistic maintenance strategy. The results could be useful to improve operational performance and sustainability of the production process.
Introduction
With the current oriented complexity in the automotive industries, the Automotive 4.0 revolution is poised to lead the way for sustainable manufacturing. 1, 2 It provides a framework for human-machine interaction and collaboration to create more value in the future through smart digitalization of production processes. 3 With the increased automation and digitalization functions, a reliable operation process is one of the major challenges facing the implementation of Automotive 4.0. 4, 5 To ensure a reliable manufacturing process in short or long terms, a systematic analysis of performance, considering all influencing factors, is required. 6 Performance evaluation plays a substantial role in decision-making process, system optimization procedure and decreasing business risks and uncertainties. 7, 8 In recent decades, the majority of performance evaluation programs such as total productive maintenance (TPM), total quality management (TQM), business continuity management (BCM), business process reengineering (BPR), and so on are proposed to achieve the high productivity and availability in process industries, in particular automotive manufacturing. 9, 10 Along with the successful implementation of these innovative programs, having a resilient operation is inevitable to improve availability and productivity with higher production rate at the lowest cost and less number of unexpected shutdowns.
In such circumstances, the reliability indexes or RAM principle (i.e. reliability, availability and maintainability) can act as powerful engineering tool in order to identify the critical components and bottlenecks of manufacturing process as well as maintenance actions optimization. [10] [11] [12] RAM analysis is a practical technique that uses time between failures (TBF) and time to repair (TTR) dealing with the proper process operation, maintenance scheduling, cost control, and improving the availability and reliability of the process. 13 Furthermore, the right maintenance strategies for reducing life cycle cost of the manufacturing machineries 14, 15 can be selected via RAM methodology. RAM methodology has been applied successfully for different industrial settings. Recently, Zio et al. 16 conducted a comprehensive study in order to implement the reliability engineering in the modern civil aviation industry. They proposed a framework which has covered the reliability analysis and quality assurance in the manufacturing systems. He et al. 17 consider the reliability modeling and optimization as a prerequisite to implement preventive maintenance for the engine cover-manufacturing system. He et al. 18 present a multi-state-oriented mission reliability, as the premise of intelligent scheduling and predictive maintenance for the multi-station manufacturing system. They propose a mapping relationship between the produced product reliability and mission reliability of the manufacturing system. In another case study, machines and parts reliability have been considered for cellular manufacturing. 19 Although reliability engineering successfully implemented in different manufacturing industries, few of them have been realized on automotive industry under real/operational data. [20] [21] [22] The reliability studies of automotive industries can be divided into two categories: (1) reliability of the final product and (2) reliability of production equipment. Most studies emphasized on the reliability of final product and vehicle components. For instance, Zou et al. 23, 24 investigated the reliability of a vehicle body-door subsystem. In addition, a vehicle reliability estimation model for improving performance of the crank-case subsystem in a two-wheeler automobile has been suggested by Garg et al. 25 On the other hand, unreliability of automotive production line in our case study is the main engineering problem to achieve the high level of operational performance. In this regards, increasing the reliability of the production line may lead to upgrade the availability and productivity toward the sustainable production objectives and may increase the reliability of the final product. In order to overcome these issues, RAM methodology is the applicable performance management technique to recognize the main bottlenecks in the manufacturing process, reducing life cycle cost and optimization of maintenance tasks.
In that direction, few studies have been conducted on performance management of production line, in particular focusing on evaluating operational reliability in automotive production line. Recently, Yazdi and Soltanali 26 applied an interactive approach to evaluate failure rate and reliability in an automotive manufacturing process. They propose a new framework based on two-tuple intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and Bayesian network mechanism to evaluate system reliability. In addition, the reliability of robotic subsystem was examined by Fudzin and Majid. 27 In other research work, the reliability of the pistonmanufacturing process was evaluated under fault tree analysis (FTA). The results claimed that FTA would be able to identify the critical fault events and related causes of manufacturing process. 28 Furthermore, Li and Ni 29 developed a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method to obtain more accurate parameter estimation under different maintenance scenario of automotive assembly line. In previous studies, statistical distribution functions have been applied on failure data, while the other processes (renewal process (RP), non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP), and trendrenewal process (TRP)) and factors such as homogenization process, degradation, the validity of the trend, and correlation tests have been ignored for reliability analysis. Neglecting the above issues may lead to selection of wrong process and finally not accurate reliability estimation as well as proposed maintenance intervals. This study provides a systematic framework for the selection of right reliability model and maintenance optimization model considering the most alternatives. In addition to the reliability, other performance indexes such as availability and maintainability based on operational data in the automotive manufacturing process have not been yet studied. Hence, this article aimed to investigate performance improvement of production line through RAM principle.
Furthermore, the optimal preventive maintenance intervals are suggested using multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT). MAUT can be used to make trade-offs between different performance criterion (reliability, availability, and cost) simultaneously. 30, 31 Therefore, the main objective of this study is to propose a framework for RAM evaluation and maintenance optimization in automotive manufacturing in particular focusing on the conveying process of vehicle body in an automotive assembly line.
Conveying process is the central core of integrated assembly workstations which have been designed in the series configuration. Continuous performance monitoring of such process has a great impact on the continuity of assembly operations. Hence, considering series configuration of this process, the optimized time intervals for different maintenance actions of individual units are suggested using opportunistic maintenance strategy.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section ''Research methodology'' describes the research methodology and conveying process description which is presented in section ''System description: conveying process.'' The statistical framework and maintenance optimization model are proposed in sections ''Proposed statistical analysis'' and ''Maintenance optimization model.'' Section ''Results and discussion'' presents the results and discussions of the case study from an automotive industry. Finally, section ''Conclusion and future work'' summarizes the concluding remarks.
Research methodology
Three-step-level of the proposed framework is illustrated in the Figure 1 , including system description, statistical analysis and maintenance optimization. Identification of critical component is the main step in the system description stage. Collection of failure data, maintenance data, and other operational data are the inputs to RAM analysis. Homogeneity test and trend test are the important tests for reliability process for identification of suitable statistical process. MAUT has been used for maintenance optimization to trade-off between different performance criteria, simultaneously. The details of each stage are provided as follows.
System description: conveying process
There are three important operations in the automotive manufacturing process, including vehicle body design and construction, vehicle body painting, and vehicle assembly. This study mostly focuses on assembly-line activities, especially conveying process of vehicle body. Figure 2 shows the schematic of this process in an automotive industry. This process comprises of several units (equipment) in series. In a serial configuration, all equipment of the process should be functioning appropriately to maintain the proper operation of the whole system. In other words, the failure of any unit or equipment may potentially cause interruption in the entire process. The main function of conveying process is series transmission of the vehicle body from the interior to exterior assembly lines in order to the various assembly operations, including joint the internal parts of the body, engine pre-assembly process, marriage process, door assembly process, and so on. The essential units or equipment that involved in conveying process are fast conveyor (FC), slow conveyor (SC), electronically control equipment (ECE) as a control system, caterpillars (CAT), forklift (FL), chain lift (CHL), loading equipment (LQ), automatic fork machine (AFM), linear transfer (LT), and rotational transfer (RT). The first process is that painted vehicle body is transmitted to the FL unit by the LQ. Then, FL unit delivers the body to LT through hangers. Followed by, the LT unit through the SC unit is transmitted the vehicle body into interior line for various assemblies. It should be noted that all of required power in the conveyor process is supplied through the ECE unit.
To have robust production line, identification of failure modes and related consequences through failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) can help production and maintenance manager to identify the bottlenecks in the production systems. The critical units (equipment) in the conveying process of vehicle body with the highest failure frequency were identified using the FMEA methodology. The detailed procedure and results have been discussed in the Section 3.
Proposed statistical analysis
A statistical-based approach performed to evaluate the RAM is shown in Figure 3 . The main tasks of proposed structure can be categorized into three steps: (1) data acquisition and homogenization process, (2) trend and dependency tests, and (3) parameter estimation (e.g. scale and shape) and eventually RAM evaluation. The details of each step are provided as follows.
Step 1: data acquisition. The data acquisition and homogenization are the two important processes in RAM analysis. The required data for RAM analysis and maintenance optimization include operational data (e.g. time between failures (TBFs) and TTRs) and types of maintenance cost (corrective and preventive maintenance). The other covariate factors which may have an effect on the process such as operating conditions, environment, and training (due to humidity, temperature, human factor, etc.) is not considered in this study. The data have been extracted from a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) database of an automotive company.
After data acquisition and classification, the required enough operational data for RAM analysis should be determined. Based on the proposed framework, if there are less than five data for a unit/equipment, mixture or Bayesian models are recommended 32, 33 ( Figure 3 ). In the next step, the homogeneous groups are created based on a checklist that is available for risk analysis for NASA manager's handbook. 34, 35 It is important that the data should be merged within homogeneous group, meaning that the units are the same type, and the operational and environmental stresses are comparable. 36 In this study, to provide the homogeneous samples, the main items of each unit were considered with the same location and environment, the same manufacturer, the same installation and design, and the same software and procedures. If the units are not homogeneous, splitting the data into some smaller homogeneous subsets or covariate-based models could be used. 37 Step 2: trend and dependency tests. The importance of trend tests for verifying the improvement/deterioration of the assets have been investigated in the literature. 33, 36, 38, 39 The validity of the hypothesis of the trending nature of the repair and failure data sets was assessed through combination of different tests. 40, 41 The primary trends of each unit are concavity, convexity, or linearity, which can be revealed by graphical or statistical trend tests. Convexity and concavity imply a trend, and linearity is an aspect of a trend-free test. 32 The most important trend tests in this area include the Laplace, military handbook, Mann-Kendall, and Anderson Darling (AD) tests as well as the graphical test such as total time on test (TTT) plot. 32, 34 The null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis related to whole trend test methods are as follows:
H0. No-trend in the data (non-monotonic); H1. Trend in the data (monotonic trend).
Based on trend node of decision framework, the first step is applying the military handbook and Laplace tests. The military handbook test known as test statistic U which is chi-square distributed with 2 (n -1) degrees of freedom (df). 41 The U statistic is calculated based on the empirical data, whereas the x 2 a, df can be determined by the chisquare distribution given the df. If the statistic is U . x 2 a, df, the null hypothesis (H0 1 ) is plausible, otherwise the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis H1 is plausible. The trend test results are compared with the statistical parameter U as follows
As in the military handbook test, the null hypothesis (H0 2 ) for the Laplace test is ''no-trend in data,'' versus the alternative ''trend in data'' is calculated as follows 43 Laplace = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 12:
where
In the Laplace test, the null hypothesis of H0 2 is rejected at the significance level of a % if jUj . z a=2 . In general, the military handbook and the Laplace trend tests mostly are suitable for the power law intensity function and NHPP with a log-linear intensity function, respectively. These tests often reject the null hypothesis of the above tests when the data are following the RP, although RP means there is no trend. 36 In case where both H0 1 and H0 2 are rejected, in the second step the Mann-Kendall test (H0 3 ) is applied to identify whether the failure data follows the RP or NHPP model. When the null hypothesis (RP) of Mann-Kendall test 44 is rejected, this means there is a trend in the data which can be given by
The null hypothesis (H0 3 ) is rejected at the level of a % if jM Mann j . Z a=2 .
The third step includes when the military handbook and the Laplace trend tests (one of them) do not reject the null hypothesis. In this case, AD trend test or the graphical trend test, for example, TTT plot should be used. The AD test can be estimated as follows 45 
AD =
The null hypothesis (H0 4 ) is rejected at the level of 5 % if jDj . 2:492. 46 If the final decision under trend test procedure follows a ''no-trend'' or null hypothesis is plausible (node trend in Figure 3 ), the next step is a dependency or autocorrelation test. This test verifies the assumption of independent and identically distributed (iid) of the random variable. An autocorrelation test can be carried out using a parametric serial correlation test or graphic methods. 38, 47 In the case of dependency, a branching Poisson process (BPP) model is suitable for RAM analysis; otherwise, the homogeneous Poisson process (HPP) or RP is suggested.
If the tests show trend in the failure occurrence, then statistical distributions for RAM analysis may not be appropriate; therefore, a non-stationary model such as NHPP based on Poisson law process (PLP) could be fitted. For more details, see Garmabaki et.al. 34 The intensity function of PLP model-based NHPP is as follows
where l and b are the scale and shape parameters of the PLP, respectively, and t is the running time. The cumulative failure function is defined as
Step 3: parameter estimation. When the right reliability model has been identified, parameter estimation is the last step in the reliability analysis of conveying process. HPP, NHPP, and RP are the main possible alternatives. To estimate the scale and shape parameters of the PLP model, a MLE function have been using in Minitab software (version 18). The mentioned parameters under MLE function could be estimated as follows
where t i is the total running time at the ith event, and n is the number of failure events. In addition, the confidence intervals (upper and lower values) for the l and b parameters related to the NHPP model can be estimated by using equations (9) and (10) . That is important to distinguish whether the range of b is above or below 1 (b \ 1 and b . 1 mean decreasing and increasing failure rate, respectively). In the case where the shape parameter is unknown, one solution is to find an appropriate asymptotic confidence interval 48 as 
where, Z a is the value of the normal distribution at significance level a, and s l , and s b are the standard error of the estimated shape and scale parameters, respectively. 
Maintenance optimization model
This study presents the MAUT as a multi-criteria decision model to support the decision-makers for selecting the suitable maintenance intervals based on the combination of three criteria, such as reliability, availability, and costs. The main reason of MAUT selection in our problem is that scenarios of management can be organized using such technique. Furthermore, the MAUT has a strong theoretical foundation based on the expected utility theory. For more details, refer works of Garmabaki et al. 30 and Almeida. 31 In our case, the objective function is minimization of cost and maximization of reliability and availability. Generally, an MAUT is defined as
where U is a multi-attribute utility function over all utility functions; u i (x i ) is a single utility function measuring the utility of attribute i; x i is level of ith attribute. w i represents the relative importance weights for the utilities. By maximizing the multi-attribute utility function, the best maintenance interval is obtained.
Results and discussion

FMEA
For RAM analysis, the critical units (equipment) in the conveying process of vehicle body with the highest failure frequency were identified using the FMEA methodology. Based on collecting data in recent years, the most contributing equipment of failure frequency in the conveying process were related to LQ, SC, and AFM with 51.1%, 14.9%, and 8% of total failure data, respectively. Furthermore, the potential failure modes and effects for critical units in the conveying process were assessed. The main failure modes of the unit could be caused by electrical circuit, mechanical parts, and hydraulic-pneumatic components. For instance, mechanical failures of the FC unit include depreciation of tiers, loosening of screws, electrical failures such as stoppers sensors faults due to stroke and vibration, and imbalance in settings as well as operator's errors. In addition, the highest critical hydraulic failures are hydraulic jack failure, hydraulic stopper, and tube failures affected by leakage, corrosion, and operator errors (see Table 1 for the details). Furthermore, the main effect of failure modes for each unit was discussed. The most failure's effects of conveying process may lead not only to equipment disability but also to downtime in the whole automotive assembly lines.
Statistical analysis
To carry out quantitative analysis in the conveying process, the main result of descriptive statistics for TBFs and TTRs data set are as follows: (1) data in conveying process level at the 5% level of confidence (P-value \ 0.05). The mean comparison of failure data set in terms of least significant difference (LSD) approach with 95% confidence interval is presented in Figure 4 . The results show that there is a significant difference between TBFs data set of the CHL unit compared with other units of the process. In other words, the CHL unit with the highest failure event intervals are not a common group compared with other units. The ECE and FC with same group can be classified in the middle failure events intervals. In addition, the other units, including AFM, SC, FL, and LQ with the lowest failure event intervals can be arranged in a same group. Therefore, the optimal maintenance actions should be initially focused on units with the lowest failure event intervals to improve the reliability of the entire conveying process.
RAM analysis
The validity of the trend for the TBFs based on MILHdbk-189 test (H0 1 ), Laplace's test (H0 2 ), MannKendall test (H0 3 ), and AD test/TTT plot (H0 4 ) (at significant level of 5%) are given in Table 2 . rejected the null hypothesis (H 0 ) assumption. Thus in the absence of non-autocorrelation, these units could be subjected RP alternative for reliability evaluation. Furthermore, the SC, CAT, and AFM units can follow the NHPP model under the PLP for reliability estimation.
Furthermore, the serial correlation (autocorrelation) test for the units (FC, ECE, FL, CHL, and LQ) with ''no-trend'' is evident in Table 3 . It is assumed that the null hypothesis H0: non-correlation in data and the alternative hypothesis H1: correlation in data. Considering that the t-test values are in the range of the confidence level (-1.96 \ confidence level of 95% \ + 1.96), the null hypothesis (non-correlation in the data) is plausible. Furthermore, Figure 6 represents a serial correlation graphical test for ECE unit as a sample. Accordingly, TBF data for ECE unit with 5% significance level is ''iid.'' This result is the same for other units. Therefore, these units can be subjected RP models to reliability evaluation.
The MLE method was applied to calculate the exact parameters of NHPP based on PLP model and theoretical distributions based on RP model (Table 4 ). In addition, AD test was assessed to identify the best fit related to several distributions. It is well known that, the smaller the statistic value, the better model fit. 41 Therefore, the smallest statistic value indicates the distribution with the best fit to the data, thereby making clear that the TBF data related to the FC, ECE, FL, CHL, and LQ units follow the Weibull distribution with the lowest values of 0.83, 0.72, 1.45, 0.88, and 40.70, respectively.
In addition, exact parameters, estimating the confidence intervals (upper and lower) for the shape parameter (b) and the scale parameter (l) were considered. It is important to distinguish whether the range of b is above or below 1 (b \ 1 and b . 1 mean decreasing and increasing failure rate, respectively). In the case, where the shape parameter is unknown, one solution is to find an appropriate asymptotic confidence interval. The result of confidence intervals for shape and scale parameters could be appointed to the estimation of reliability function. The Tukey simultaneous test for reliability evaluation in conveying process considering the three types of parameter estimation approaches (lower, upper, and exact) which are presented in Table 5 . The mean comparison result revealed that there is no significant difference between exact parameter with the upper and lower parameters to reliability evaluation (in significant level of 5%). In the other words, the exact parameter could be a useful manner to estimation of reliability function. Based on exact parameters, since the failure rate of conveying process is, mostly increasing (b . 1), it is implied that the units are in ''wear out'' phase of their life cycle. This means that the current applied maintenance strategies are not adequate and must be upgraded immediately. For maintainability analysis, the MLE method has been used for parameter estimation of TTRs data set. Based on AD test, three parameter Weibull and lognormal functions were determined as a best fit of repair data with the smallest statistic value. Hence, it can be employed in the repair rate estimation. The results of repair and failure rates for each unit of conveying process are presented in Figure 7 . The high failure rate is related to the LQ and FL units with 0.04 and 0.01 (in 3000 h), respectively. For instance, in 1000 h of operation, the number of failures for each unit, including the SC, CAT, AFM, ECE, FL, CHL, LQ, and FC are predicted to 1.18, 2.08, 1.99, 1.42, 8.89, 1.06, 34.14, and 2.19, respectively. In addition, based on repair rate results, the units can be divided into three classes, for example, LQ, FC, and AFM units with the highest repair rates; CHL, FL, and FC units with the medium repair rates; and ECE and CAT units with the lowest repair rates. It should be noted that the units with a higher repair rate means more repairs need to be made in time.
The results of RAM analysis at conveying process level are shown in Figure 8 . The reliability results for the units (AFM, SC, and CAT) following the NHPP model show that their reliability decreases approximately to 0 during the period of 1500, 2200, and 1500 h of operation, receptively (Figure 8(a) ). In addition, the results of units (FC, LQ, CHL, FL, and ECE) subjected to RP-theoretical distributions present that their reliability decrease approximately to 0 during the period of 1700, 200, 2500, 500, and 2500 h of operation, receptively. Among the different units, due to the reliability value of LQ and FL units decreases to zero in the shortest period of operating time, more attention needs to be paid for these units. Most failures lead to the breakdown of units and downtime of conveying process. Hence, the new strategies need to be implemented in critical units to improve the performance of conveying process.
Maintainability illustrates the measure of the time required to restore the operational status in a given percentage of the whole system failures. The expected TTR to reach maintainability of 95% for the units CHL, FC, LQ, AFM, ECE, CAT, FL, and SC from Fig 8(b) are 54, 67, 81, 93, 145, 147, 148 and 150 minutes respectively. Therefore, the mean TTRs should be reduced and put the drive back in operation. One way to decrease repair time is to implement effective repair scheduling. The factors that should be included in repair scheduling are logistic planning, inventory planning, and worker's skill. The plot of point (instantaneous) availability of different units is shown in (Figure 8(c) ). The main downtime parameters for estimating availability includes TTR, time to inspection, and time between failures. Due to negligible repair and inspection times, the process shows a high level of availability.
Maintenance optimization
For optimization of maintenance actions, the suitable maintenance intervals considering the optimal utility function through multi-criteria decision-making is conducted on all units. Furthermore, the opportunistic maintenance strategy is conducted by considering the series configuration of conveying process.
Maintenance intervals. The suitable preventive maintenance intervals through MAUT principle at conveying process level are suggested. The obtained information about each attribute function such as reliability, availability, and cost and their coefficients are given in Table 6 and then, the single utility function can be computed. Figure 9 shows a single utility function for each attribute of SC unit.
Looking for the optimal combination of such attributes, the best utility function for each unit of conveying process is suggested in Table 7 . For instance, the behavior of various utilities with respect to MAUT function of SC unit is shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen that the forth utility function (U 4 ) has a qualified trend compared with other defined utilities. The optimal maintenance time by considering three attributes occurs at 350 h. While, only cost attribute is considered the optimal interval become to 900 h, which seems is more delay for maintenance period. Furthermore, based on choosing utilities, suitable maintenance intervals could be suggested for FC, CAT, AFM, ECE, FL, CHL, and LQ before 300, 200, 215, 100, 115, 300, and 105 h, receptively. These results imply that the units need a maintenance schedule into t 2 [100, 350] to achieve the highest performance.
Depending on the situation and features, complexity and importance of the components in each unit, the proposed intervals could be classified into inspection, corrective, and preventive maintenance actions. Some inspection activities related to the FL and LQ units that are currently monthly or several months should be changed into the weekly schedule. The most important causes of the LQ unit that are subject to failure events including depreciation, imbalance in setting, stroke, and cutting, for example, ball bearing, scows, chasses, sensors, and arms. The common stroke causes of sensors are originated from operator errors when they are delivering the body through LQ unit to FL unit. Therefore, training course for operations to decline the operational errors and change some process of the loading process from the semi-automatic to automatic could be suggested. In addition, the most critical causes of the FL unit that are undertaken to failure events such as electrical failures affected by more function, imbalance in actuator settings on sensors and relays affected by stroke and vibration as well as mechanical failures affected by depreciation of chains and gearbox disturbances. Many of strokes and vibrations occur while the body is mounting of the equipment through the hangers. These strokes cause some sensor faults or deformation structure of the vehicle body. In order to overcome these issues, it is recommended to redesign the fork for hangers.
Opportunistic maintenance. Conveying process of vehicle body in automotive assembly line is described as series configuration. For carrying out any of the maintenance actions on a specific subsystem, inspection or corrective or preventive, one needs to close the entire process. Due to the varied optimized utility functions of availability, reliability, and cost of each unit, the optimum values of time to carry the next maintenance action will reflect in stopping the entire process every now and then that could lead to decrease in production rate and increase in overall costs and risks. Hence, there is a need to implement opportunistic maintenance strategies on overall production process to select the optimized time intervals for different maintenance actions of individual units. This implementation is likely to increase the overall availability and reduce the costs so that the conveying process works in the most effective manner. Figure 11 shows the implementation of preventive maintenance considering optimal maintenance intervals as per Table 7 within 500-h duration. Each subsystem has different optimal maintenance intervals obtained from utility functions. Being all the units connected in series, the overall estimated system maintenance intervals within 500 hours duration has many shutdowns (15) as given in Table 8 . Hence, it is difficult to operate the conveying process with too many planned shutdowns that leads to lower availability, high cost, and additional effort. In order to overcome these issues, the opportunistic maintenance strategy is applied to manage the system shutdowns with short duration in the same group to find the nearest optimal maintenance intervals. Table 8 shows the planned system interval shutdowns for each unit, which have been reduced to five intervals. Furthermore, the adaptation of condition monitoring techniques for individual process will provide online data to the vision of Industry 4.0 and improve the best utilization of available maintenance strategies.
Conclusion and future work
In this work, the performance of the conveying process of an automotive company is evaluated using the RAM principle. To evaluate the reliability and maintainability parameters, a systematic reliability decision framework under statistical analysis was conducted. The results of RAM analysis showed that critical units/ bottlenecks in conveying process are FL and LQ. For the selection of the optimal preventive maintenance interval, the MAUT methodology has been applied based on reliability, availability, and costs. The results showed that maintenance actions such as inspection intervals and preventive tasks of conveying process can be scheduled in weekly or daily programs. Due to the series configuration of conveying process in automotive assembly line, the optimized time intervals for different maintenance actions of individual units are suggested, using opportunistic maintenance strategy. In addition, improved training procedures can be suggested for the maintenance crew to upgrade maintainability index and its role in the production process. The results could be useful to improve operational performance and sustainability of the production process. Real data acquisition and monitoring regarding big data techniques and intelligent algorithms can be suggested for future research in evaluating system performance leading toward Automotive 4.0 objectives.
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